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Korea Grants Keypasco New Patent  
 
Gothenburg, February 18th, 2016 – Keypasco has filed patent applications in all major countries to 
secure its core security technology, which is the foundation for the Keypasco authentication solution. 
Keypasco offers a secure multi-factor authentication solution to secure online services. We provide 
security to Internet Content Providers within Internet banking (eBanking), eCommerce, online gaming, 
mobile payments, eGovernment, and more.  
 
Four of Keypasco’s patents are now approved in at least one country, and several of them are 
approved in some of the worlds leading IT-nations – including Korea, Japan, China, Taiwan, EU and 
USA.  
 
Proximity 
Proximity means nearness in space, time, or relationship, and the Keypasco Proximity feature is 
offered in two ways: 
 
1. The proximity feature will determine if a device (PC or mobile) is in a reasonable distance with 

another device or not. The distance can be identified by IP, GPS etc. If the devices are too far 
apart the user need to provide extra proof of identity. This extra proof is easily provided via the 
Keypasco Push Login. 
 

2. The proximity feature works well with the new personal wearable devices that recently have 
been introduced on the market. Each person connects these different devices to their smartphone, 
and the wearable devices form a unique and natural addition to the person’s identity. 

 
With the Keypasco Proximity patent a user can use the nearness in space and time to be secure in a 
natural and user-friendly way. 
 
The patent is now approved in Korea, and Mr. Per Skygebjerg, COO at Keypasco, is the inventor. 
 
Keypasco applies for new patents continuously during the development of the Keypasco 
authentication solution. This is a part of Keypasco’s on-going strategy to offer cutting-edge technology 
that provides constantly updated security to its clients and customers.  
 
About Keypasco 
With more than 25 years of individual experience in IT security, Keypasco’s founders are the minds behind some 
of the revolutionary authentication technology solutions used today. Keypasco offer a patent-approved secure 
authentication and secure mobility solution to Internet Content Providers in the online gaming and 
financial/banking industry. For more information, visit www.keypasco.com, email info@keypasco.com or contact 
us at +46-31-102360. 
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